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Abstract
Stereopsis provides an additional depth cue and plays an
important role in the human vision system. This paper explores stereopsis for saliency analysis and presents two approaches to stereo saliency detection from stereoscopic images. The first approach computes stereo saliency based on
the global disparity contrast in the input image. The second
approach leverages domain knowledge in stereoscopic photography. A good stereoscopic image takes care of its disparity distribution to avoid 3D fatigue. Particularly, salient
content tends to be positioned in the stereoscopic comfort
zone to alleviate the vergence-accommodation conflict. Accordingly, our method computes stereo saliency of an image
region based on the distance between its perceived location and the comfort zone. Moreover, we consider objects
popping out from the screen salient as these objects tend
to catch a viewer’s attention. We build a stereo saliency
analysis benchmark dataset that contains 1000 stereoscopic
images with salient object masks. Our experiments on this
dataset show that stereo saliency provides a useful complement to existing visual saliency analysis and our method
can successfully detect salient content from images that are
difficult for monocular saliency analysis methods.

1. Introduction
Image saliency refers to the distinct subjective perceptual
quality that makes something in an image stand out from its
neighbors and immediately catch a viewer’s attention in the
early stage of visual processing [16]. A rich literature exists
on image saliency analysis in cognitive psychology [36,40],
neuroscience [17, 35], and vision perception [9, 29].
These multi-disciplinary studies have shown that the human vision system is particularly sensitive to high-contrast
stimulus (c.f. [17, 29, 31]). Accordingly, a wide variety of
computational methods have been developed to estimate
saliency from an image (c.f. [1, 3–6, 8, 10, 12, 15, 18, 19,
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Figure 1. Stereo saliency. We only show the saliency maps for the
left image. The performance of saliency analysis methods depends
on feature contrast. When an object does not exhibit distinct visual
features, such as color, it becomes challenging for saliency detection. This example shows that stereo saliency based on disparity
analysis can be a useful complement to existing visual saliency.

22–26, 28, 33, 37–39, 41]). Most of these methods compute saliency based on feature contrast with respect to color,
shape, orientation, texture, curvedness, etc. Good results
can be created when salient content has one or more of these
distinguishable image attributes. However, when salient objects do not exhibit visual uniqueness with respect to one or
more of these visual attributes, they become challenging for
existing methods to detect, as shown in Figure 1.
In this paper, we explore stereopsis for saliency analysis. Stereopsis is a process in visual perception leading to
the perception of depth from retinal disparities, which are
created by projecting two slightly different images onto the
retinas of the two eyes [30]. Stereopsis provides an additional depth cue and plays an important role in the human
vision system. Stereoscopic depth often enables people to

identify objects from the background with similar visual attributes. Accordingly, we develop two methods for stereo
saliency analysis as a useful complement to existing visual
saliency analysis.
Our methods work on stereoscopic images as they become more and more popular these years. The recent advances in stereoscopic imaging and displaying technologies make stereoscopic content production easy for common users. For example, camera manufacturers now provide both professional HD stereoscopic camcorders and affordable consumer point-and-shoot stereoscopic cameras.
Our methods compute stereo saliency from the disparity
map between the left and right view of a stereoscopic image.
We explore both low-level disparity contrast and unique domain knowledge from stereoscopic photography and cinematography for stereo saliency analysis. Our first method
computes stereo saliency based on disparity contrast analysis. We extend a recent global contrast-based saliency estimation method [3] to handle disparity map. For disparity
contrast, the amount of change alone is often misleading
in computing saliency. For example, while the ground in
an image has a wide range of disparity values, the ground is
not salient. We observe that the disparity (depth) change between an object and its background tends to be abrupt while
the change inside the ground tends to be smooth. We then
address this unique problem in disparity contrast analysis
by treating abrupt change and smooth change differently.
Our second method explores the domain knowledge
from stereoscopic photography for stereo saliency analysis.
First, the vergence-accommodation conflict often causes 3D
fatigue, as detailed in Section 2.2. A good stereoscopic
image typically positions salient content inside the comfort
zone. Based on this observation, our method considers image content inside the comfort zone more salient than the
others. Moreover, objects that pop out from the screen tend
to catch a viewer’s attention [13], so our method considers
these objects salient.
We build a stereo saliency benchmark dataset that contains 1000 stereoscopic images together with salient object
masks. Our experiments on this benchmark dataset show
that our method can successfully identify salient content
from images that are difficult for existing visual saliency
methods and stereo saliency can be a useful complement to
existing visual saliency analysis.
This paper contributes to image saliency analysis with
stereo saliency as a useful complement to existing methods. Our method not only estimates stereo saliency based on
contrast analysis, but also explores unique domain knowledge in stereoscopic photography for assisting saliency estimation. Finally, this paper provides a photo collection with
1000 stereoscopic photos and manually segmented salient
object masks. To our best knowledge, this is the first stereoscopic photo collection at this scale for saliency analysis.

2. Stereo Saliency
This paper presents two approaches to stereo saliency
analysis. These approaches compute stereo saliency based
on low-level disparity (depth)1 contrast analysis and domain
knowledge in stereoscopic photography and cinematography. While the role of stereoscopic disparity in the preattentive processing is still an ongoing research question,
researchers consider stereoscopic disparity a probable attribute [40]. We consider stereo saliency more in a pragmatic way. When taking a photo, people tend to place
an important object at a different depth level than the others. So our first method computes stereo saliency based
on disparity contrast analysis. Moreover, a good stereoscopic image takes care of disparity distribution to avoid
3D fatigue [27]. Accordingly, our second method explores
stereoscopic photography rules for stereo saliency analysis.
Stereo saliency analysis works on disparity map. Before
we elaborate stereo saliency analysis, we first briefly describe how our method estimates a disparity map from the
left and right view of a stereoscopic image. Dense disparity map is obtained from stereo matching, which is a classic computer vision problem. A good survey can be found
in [34]. We apply the SIFT flow method to disparity estimation for its robustness [21]. An example of dense disparity
estimation is shown in Figure 2 (c), with cool and warm
color encoding small and big disparities, respectively. Objects with negative disparity values are perceived in front of
the screen; vice versa, objects with positive disparity values
are perceived behind the screen. We describe our methods
for stereo saliency analysis in the following subsections.

2.1. Stereo Saliency from Disparity Contrast
We extend a recent color contrast-based saliency detection method from Cheng et al. [3] for disparity contrast analysis. This method first segments an input image into regions using the graph-based image segmentation
method [7]. Since our input has a disparity map, we adapt
this method to consider both color and disparity during segmentation by treating the disparity value as a fourth channel.
Then the saliency value for each region is computed based
on its contrast with all the others in the image.

d(Ri , Rk )nk
(1)
Sc (Ri ) =
Rk =Ri

where Sc (Ri ) is the saliency for region Ri , d(Ri , Rk ) is the
disparity difference between Ri and Rk , and nk is the size
of Rk . This method considers a larger region Rk contributes
more to the saliency of Ri than a smaller one.
We compute the disparity difference between Ri and Rk
as the average disparity difference between each pixel in Ri
1 Disparity and depth are two interdependent terms in stereo vision [34].
We use them interchangeably whenever appropriate.
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Figure 2. Contrast-based stereo saliency analysis. This example shows that the amount of disparity (depth) change alone is often insufficient
for stereo saliency analysis (e). While the disparity changes in the ground (c), the ground is not salient. A better result (f) can be created
by treating abrupt disparity change and smooth disparity change differently.

and Rk in a similar way to the color-based region difference [3]. However, the amount of disparity difference alone
is often insufficient for disparity contrast-based saliency
analysis. This is a unique problem of stereo saliency analysis. Consider an example shown in Figure 2. The ground
in the image is not salient although it has a wide range of
disparity values. We observe that the depth change between
an object and its background tends to be abrupt while the
depth change in the ground tends to be smooth. We then
address this problem by considering the abruptness of disparity change in computing the disparity difference.

d(Ri , Rk ) =

p∈Ri ,q∈Rk

w(p, q)(dv (p, q) + βdm (p, q))
ni nk

(2)

where dv (p, q) is the disparity difference between pixel p
and q, defined as |dq − dp |. dm (p, q) considers the abruptness of disparity change in a similar way that the intervening contour method considers the abruptness of intensity
change [20]. Our method computes dm (p, q) as the maximal disparity change along the path between p and q. In this
way, smooth disparity transition between two pixels contributes less than abrupt change. To cope with the noise in
disparity estimation, our method selects the top 10% of the
disparity changes and computes their average as dm (p, q).
β is a weight with default value 2.0. w(p, q) is a weight
computed according to the spatial distance between p and q
2
2
as w(p, q) = e−p−q2 /σ , where the image coordinates are
normalized to [0, 1] and σ 2 is a parameter with default value
0.4. We consider that a closer pixel influences saliency of
its neighbor more than a farther one.
Figure 2 (e) shows the stereo saliency map computed according to Equation 1 and 2 without considering the disparity change abruptness (namely β = 0). We can see that
the result is problematic as the ground is considered very
salient. This problem is solved by considering the disparity
change abruptness (with β = 2), as shown in Figure 2 (f).

2.2. Domain Knowledge Assisted Saliency Analysis
A good stereoscopic image needs to minimize 3D fatigue to viewers. One common source of 3D fatigue is
the vergence-accommodation conflict [27]. This conflict increases as the perceived depth of an object becomes further
away from the screen, as shown in Figure 3. A zone close to
the screen is called the comfort zone. According to stereoscopic perception, an object with zero disparity is perceived
on the screen and objects with small disparity magnitude
are in the comfort zone. Image content with positive disparities is perceived behind the screen; vice versa, content with
negative disparities is perceived in front of the screen.
In practice, content of interest is often given small or
zero disparities to minimize the vergence-accommodation
conflict. The disparity distribution can be adjusted by shifting the left and right view of a stereoscopic image either on the camera or by post-processing. Some consumer
level cameras automate this adjustment online. Professional
stereoscopic cameras also allow to toe-in the cameras to
achieve an optimal disparity distribution. Moreover, studies have shown that an object that is perceived popping-out
the screen often catches a viewer’s attention [13].
These unique features of stereoscopic photography give
useful cues for saliency analysis. We design the following
two rules to compute knowledge-based stereo saliency.
1. Objects with small disparity magnitudes (e.g. in the
comfort zone) tend to be salient;
2. Objects popping out from the screen tend to be salient.
We follow Rule 1 and compute a saliency map S1 according to the disparity magnitude. Specifically, we assign
big saliency values to regions with small disparity magnitudes.

dmax −d¯i
if d¯i ≥ 0
dmax
(3)
S1 (Ri ) =
¯
dmin −di
if d¯i < 0
dmin
where dmax and dmin are the maximal and minimal disparities. d¯i is the average disparity in region Ri . Accord-
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Figure 4. Illustration of R1 and R2.

Then, we consider Rule 1 is more applicable. For an image that only has positive disparities, Rule 1 and Rule 2 are
consistent so they can be easily combined.
Based on the above analysis, we linearly combine
saliency maps from Rule 1 and Rule 2 with a disparity mapdependent coefficient λ.
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Figure 3. Illustration of stereoscopic comfort zone.

ing to this equation, regions perceived on the screen (e.g.
zero disparity) are given the highest saliency values; while
those perceived either furthest behind the screen (with the
maximal positive disparities) or furthest front of the screen
(with the minimal negative disparities) are assigned the lowest saliency values.
Objects with negative disparities are perceived popping
out from the screen. This suggests that the more negative an
object’s disparity is, the more it is perceived popping out.
Accordingly, we compute a new saliency map S2 based on
Rule 2 as follows.
S2 (Ri ) =

dmax − d¯i
dmax − dmin

(4)

We now further examine Rule 1 and Rule 2. As shown
in Figure 4, these two rules are consistent in the positive
disparity zone. In the negative disparity zone, they conflict with each other. According to Rule 1, an object with
a small disparity magnitude is salient as it suffers less from
the vergence-accommodation conflict. On the other hand,
according to Rule 2, an object with a big disparity magnitude is salient as it pops out more from the screen.
How to combine saliency maps from Rule 1 and Rule 2
is a challenging problem. We tackle this problem by learning from the practice in stereoscopic photography. When
an image only has negative disparities, the whole scene is
perceived popping out from the screen. The image background that is furthest away from the camera has smallest
disparity magnitude. Typically, the image background is not
salient. We consider Rule 2 is more applicable than Rule 1.
When an image has both negative and positive disparities,
it is more likely that the disparity distribution of this image
has been adjusted either manually or automatically by the
camera to minimize the vergence-accommodation conflict.

Sd (Ri ) = (1 − λ)S1 (Ri ) + λS2 (Ri )
nd <0
λ = γ + p (1 − γ)
n

(5)
(6)

where S1 (Ri ) and S2 (Ri ) are the saliency maps computed
according to Rule 1 and Rule 2, respectively. ndp <0 is the
number of pixels with a negative disparity and n is the total
number of pixels in the image. γ is a parameter with default
value 0.5.
Figure 5 shows examples of domain knowledge assisted
saliency analysis. We find that our method works well for
the first example. However, the second and third examples
are less successful. For the third example, some of the background regions has the smallest positive disparities, so they
are closest to the screen and considered the most salient.
This actually is a common problem in a stereoscopic image:
salient objects are always surrounded by the background;
the background typically extends throughout the whole disparity range in the image. So some background regions will
be detected as salient.
We address this problem by modulating the original
saliency map with local contrast-based saliency analysis.
We observe that disparities change little in each row in some
of the background areas, such as the ground. So we compute the local disparity contrast along each row and use it to
modulate the domain knowledge based saliency as follows.

¯r
p∈Ri |dp − dp |
(7)
Sr (Ri ) = Sd (Ri )
ni
where p is a pixel in region Ri , dp is its disparity, and d¯rp is
the average disparity of the row that contains p. As shown
in Figure 5 (d), local disparity contrast modulation improves
the original saliency map significantly.

2.3. Stereo Saliency Map
Our method multiplies the global disparity contrast
based saliency Sc with the domain knowledge based
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Figure 5. Domain knowledge assisted stereo saliency analysis.

saliency Sr as the final stereo saliency.
Ss (Ri ) = Sc (Ri )Sr (Ri )

(8)

3. Experiments
We experiment with our stereo saliency detection methods on a collection of 1000 stereoscopic images. In this
section, we first describe our stereoscopic image collection. Then we report the comparisons between our methods and a variety of saliency detection methods. We show
that stereo saliency is a useful complement to existing visual saliency analysis and our methods can effectively detect stereo saliency.

3.1. Stereoscopic Image Database
Public benchmark datasets are available for image
saliency analysis, such as Liu et al. [23] and Achanta et
al. [1]. However, these datasets are dedicated to monocular

images. To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly
available stereoscopic image database for saliency analysis.
We build a stereoscopic image dataset with ground truth following the procedure that was designed by Liu et al. [23] to
build their benchmark dataset.
We first download 1250 stereoscopic images from
Flickr2 , Stereoscopic Image Gallery3 , and NVIDIA 3D Vision Live4 . Then, three users are asked to enclose the most
salient object in each image with a rectangle. In this way,
each image is labeled by three users. People may have different opinions on what a salient object is in the same image. We remove the images with the least consistent labels.
Specifically, we sort the images according to the overlap between the labeled rectangles and select the top 1000 images.
Then we ask a user to manually segment the salient object(s) in each of the 1000 images. It takes about 3 minutes
on average for the user to segment an image using Adobe
Photoshop. We show some examples in Figure 6.

3.2. Performance Evaluation

Figure 6. Benchmark examples. We only show the left views of
stereoscopic images. The first image was consistently labeled by
three users and was included into our dataset. Its salient object
mask is shown in the middle. The last image was not consistently
labeled and was removed from our dataset.

We evaluate the three saliency maps from our methods, namely global disparity contrast-based stereo saliency
(CSS) in Section 2.1, knowledge-assisted stereo saliency
(KSS) in Section 2.2, and their combination (SS) in Section 2.3. We also selected six state-of-the-art saliency detec2 http://www.flickr.com/
3 http://www.stereophotography.com/
4 http://photos.3dvisionlive.com/
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Figure 7. Stereo saliency maps (CSS, KSS, and SS) and the other saliency maps. The original images in the first and second rows are from
http://www.flickr.com/photos/spacetime/3805384593/ and http://www.flickr.com/photos/spacetime/3806124429.

tion methods, including RC [3], CA [11], GB [14], FT [1],
SR [15], and MS [2] and used these methods as well as ours
to estimate saliency maps from our benchmark dataset. The
implementations of all these six methods are downloaded
from their authors’ project websites. Since the saliency
maps from CA and SR methods are smaller than the original images, we up-sample them to the same resolution as
the original images. Figure 7 shows some visual comparison between our methods and all the other six methods.
In our experiments, we examine 1) how our stereo
saliency methods compare to the state of the art and 2)
whether stereo saliency analysis complements them.
For Question 1, we plot the precision-recall curve for
each method. Specifically, we threshold the saliency map
from each method with a gradually increasing value t and
obtain a binary salient object map. We compare this object map with the ground truth object mask to compute the
precision and recall curve. As shown in Figure 8, the disparity contrast based stereo saliency (CSS) is better than
CA, SR, and FT for most recall values, comparable to MS,
and worse than RC and GB. The knowledge-assisted stereo
saliency (KSS) and the combination of CSS and KSS are
consistently better than the other six methods.
For Question 2, we add each of the three stereo saliency
maps to each of the six image saliency maps and plot the
precision-recall curve for each combined saliency map. As
shown in Figure 8, combining CSS with each of the six image saliency maps can improve both methods. This shows

that CSS can effectively complement existing saliency analysis methods. Similarly, KSS can complement RC, GB, and
MS well and CA slightly. Combining SR or FT with KSS
does not improve KSS although improves SR and FT significantly. SS complements existing visual saliency analysis in
a similar way to KSS. Overall, stereo saliency complements
existing visual saliency analysis well. It at least will not hurt
existing methods.
The computational cost of our methods consists of two
parts. The first is disparity map estimation and presegmentation. It takes about 22 seconds for the SIFT flow
method to estimate the disparity map from a 512 × 384 image and 0.2 seconds for pre-segmentation. The second is
stereo saliency estimation. The global contrast-based stereo
saliency takes 0.6 seconds and the domain knowledge assisted method takes 0.1 seconds. The performance data is
obtained on a Desktop machine with an Intel Duo Core,
3.06GHz CPU and 4GB memory.

3.3. Automatic Salient Object Segmentation
We further examine the performance of our stereo
saliency analysis within the application of automatic object
segmentation. We adopted the same method of Cheng et
al. [3]. This method initializes the segmentation with a binarized saliency map. The threshold which gives 95% recall rate in the previous experiment is used to threshold the
saliency map and create the binarized map. Then the GrabCut method [32] is extended to take the binarized saliency
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Figure 8. Precision-recall curves of salient object detection problem. In each figure, we show how stereo saliency maps, namely CSS, KSS,
and SS, compare to and complement one of the existing saliency detection methods.

map as input and is iteratively applied to segmentation. As
we have the disparity map, we use both color and disparity
to compute the difference between two pixels in the GrabCut framework. We show the precision and recall for each
method in Figure 9. Figure 10 shows some segmentation
results from our stereo saliency maps (SS).

3.4. Limitations
The performance of our methods depend on the quality
of disparity maps. While dense stereo matching has been
making progress these years, it is still a challenging problem. Since our methods work on the granularity of regions,
our methods do not require very accurate disparity map, as
shown in Figure 7. However, when the disparity map is very
misleading, our methods can still fail.
Our method explores stereoscopic photography rules for
stereo saliency analysis. This is particularly useful for highquality stereoscopic images as a good stereoscopic image
needs to follow these rules to avoid 3D fatigue. However, as
explained in this paper, these rules may conflict with each
other for some images. While our method for combining
these rules works well for most of images we experimented
on, it can fail sometimes.
Finally, stereo saliency is useful only if a salient object
stays at a different depth than its surroundings. This is the
same as saliency analysis w.r.t other visual features. If an
object cannot be separated from the background w.r.t one
feature, the saliency analysis based on that feature fails.

4. Conclusion
This paper explored stereopsis for saliency analysis. We
developed two methods for stereo saliency detection. The
first method computes stereo saliency based on global disparity contrast. The second method makes use of the
stereoscopic rules for saliency estimation. Our experiments
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Figure 9. Automatic salient object segmentation.
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Figure 10. Object segmentation based on stereo saliency.

showed that stereo saliency is a useful complement to existing visual saliency analysis and our methods are able to
achieve high-quality stereo saliency detection results.
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